
POLITICAL CULTURE OF KAZAKHSTAN

This chapter examines the peculiarities of the political culture of Kazakhstan, a relatively new state in which it is possible
to identify competing.

In the near future the situation may become even worse because it is expected that by the year at least I million
more Kazakh youth will move from the rural areas to the cities. Centrasia News Line. The Socialist
Democratic Party was small. Among such relevant political objects authors defined in particular the state and
its political system, political institutions including political parties, legislatures, the executive, interest groups
and the like , and the role of a citizen in the state The content-analysis was held within the framework of
scientific project "The development of political culture in students of Kazakhstan as a strategic resource of the
country ". Comparative Political Systems. Post-Soviet Affairs 8 3 : â€” Insofar the following provides support
for the thesis shared by some scholars of the modernization school that political culture is independent of
economic development and that historical heritage â€” in this case the Communist rule â€” can endure in the
political culture. Ironically, these coalitions were the only political groupings in the republic that transcended
ethnic differences. References Aksholakova, A. Ronald Inglehart, Wayne E. Florence: University of Florence.
Increasingly so, since the economy is showing the signs of 8 Cf. Some Key Figures Of Economic Recovery
Kazakhstan has emerged for the first time as an independent state in following the disintegration of the Soviet
Union. Oxford: Oxford University Press. Election of declared invalid, and parliament dissolved in early 
Katrin Benner. Field-Work Dates: Nov. Consociational Democracy. Muscovite Political Folkways. Although
Lad was forced to run its candidates without party identification, four deputies were elected with ties to that
party. Helsinki,  American Sociological Review, 65 1 :  For many the economic problems meant an instinctive
withdrawal into the traditional orientation patterns such as family, friends, and parentage. Demokratizatsiya 13
3 : â€” The collapse of the common Soviet market system and the challenges of the subsequent transformation
process brought many challenges for the young state and its society which can be named here in few
keywords. With  In Ak Zhol split into pro-government and antigovernment parties, the latter of which was
denied registration. ZS accessed  In the regional elections, Lad won up to 80 percent of the local positions in
cities demographically dominated by Russians, such as Temirtau, Aksu, Stepnoi gorod, Rudny, and
Ust-Kamenogorsk. On the other hand, the political culture was subjective in a sense that the great majority of
citizens felt strong attachment to the political authority combined with the lack of trust in other democratic
institutions. Daly, John CK. On the other hand, it should have become clear from the above argumentation that
the economic development must, among other things, go hand-in-hand with profound political reforms aimed
at the development of democratic political institutions such as political parties, civil society, independent mass
media, to name just few, and significant reforms in the education system in order for a democratic political
culture to emerge. Opposition candidates complain that campaign materials have been stolen, newspapers
supporting them have been seized and they places they have been allowed to hold rallies has been less than
ideal. Bukanova and B. Uwe Halbach. The term of political culture was first introduced in the political science
by two U. According to the results of the research it was revealed that most Kazakhstani students are equally
interested in political processes and show interest in social-political life of the country. Even with growing
government restrictions on media, religion, and formal public expression, they have been raised in a
comparatively free country. In return Moscow gave them the right to run internal affairs in Kazakhstan and to
distribute preferential treatment and high level jobs. In general, most demonstrations involve usually less than
20 participants. Nazarbayev received a large proportion of the vote, nearly 95 percent, in North Kazakhstan
Region in spite of the numerical significance of Russians there. In addition, they had to embrace the Russian
language andâ€”at least in publicâ€” some of Russian culture and life-style. Is Russia Still an Enemy?


